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Abstract: This paper studies m-sequencing games that arise from sequencing situations with
m parallel and identical machines. These m-sequencing games, which involve n players,
give rise to m-machine games, which involve m players. Here, n corresponds to the number
of jobs in an m-sequencing situation, and m corresponds to the number of machines in the
same m-sequencing situation. We prove that an m-sequening game is balanced if and only if
the corresponding m-machine game is balanced. Furthermore, it is shown that m-sequencing
gamesare balancedif m 2f 1 ;2 g . Finally,if m  3, balancedness isestablished for twospecial
classes of m-sequencing games.
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1 Introduction
Sequencing or scheduling situations consist of a number of jobs (tasks, operations) that have
to be processed on a number of machines. The processing time of a job on a speciﬁc machine
is the time this machine takes to handle this job. Sequencing situations can be classiﬁed by
the number of machines, the speciﬁc properties of the machines (e.g. parallel, identical), the
chosen restrictions on the jobs (e.g. ready times, due dates, ﬂow constraints), and the chosen
cost criterion (e.g. weighted completion time, make-span).
By assuming that there exists an initial schedule before the machines start processing, we
can establish a relation between cooperative games and sequencing situations in the following
way. Letting each agent own exactly one of the scheduled jobs a group of agents (a coalition)
can save costs by rearranging their jobs in a way that is admissible with respect to this initial
schedule. By deﬁning the value of a coalition as the maximal cost savings a coalition can make
in this way, we obtain a cooperative sequencing game related to a sequencing situation.
The above game-theoretic approach was initiated by Curiel, Pederzoli, and Tijs (1989).
They considered the class of one-machine sequencing situations in which no restrictions on the
1jobs are imposed and the weighted completion time criterion was chosen as the cost criterion.
Convexity was shown for the corresponding sequencing games. Hamers, Borm, and Tijs (1995)
extended the class of one-machine sequencing situations considered by Curiel et al. (1989)
by imposing ready times on the jobs. In this case the corresponding sequencing games are
balanced, but not necessarily convex. However, for a special subclass of sequencing games
convexity could be established. Similar results are also obtained in Borm and Hamers (1998)
in which due dates are imposed on the jobs. Instead of imposing restrictions on the jobs,
van den Nouweland, Krabbenborg, and Potters (1992) extended the number of machines. They
consideredm-machinesequencingsituationswithrespecttoﬂowshopsandadominantmachine.
Convexitywasestablished forthespecialclassinwhichtheﬁrstmachineisdominant. Ingeneral
the corresponding sequencing games need not be balanced.
This paper considers sequencing situations with m parallel and identical machines in which
no restrictions on the jobs are imposed. Again, the weighted completion time criterion is used.
Furthermore, each agent has one job that has to be processed on precisely one machine. These
sequencing situations, which will be refered to as m-machine sequencing situations, give rise
to the class of m-sequencing games. A formal description of the model and the corresponding
games can be found in Section 2.
For 1-machinesequencing situationsthecorrespondingclass of sequencing gamescoincides
with the class of sequencing games introduced by Curiel et al. (1989). This paper shows
that sequencing games arising from 2-machine sequencing situations are balanced, but not
necessarily convex. In fact, we show that these sequencing games are -component additive
games. Generally,m-sequencinggames, whose cardinalitydepends onthe numberof jobs, give
rise to m-machine games, whose cardinality depends on the number of machines. We prove
that an m-sequening game is balanced if and only if the corresponding m-machine game is
balanced. Finally, for two special subclasses of m-machine sequencing situations, with m  3,
we show that the related games are balanced. For the proof of this result we turn to the class of
permutation games, which are totally balanced (cf. Tijs et al. (1984)).
2 The model
This section describes the sequencing situations with m parallel and identical machines, which
will be referred to as m-machine sequencing situations, and the corresponding class of m-
sequencing games.
In an m-machine sequencing situation each agent has one job that has to be processed on
precisely one machine. Each job can be processed on any machine. The ﬁnite set of machines
is denoted by M = f1;:::;mg and the ﬁnite set of agents is denoted by N = f1;:::;ng.W e
assume that each machine starts processing at time 0 and that the processing time of each job
is independent of the machine the job is processed on. The processing time of the job of
agent i is denoted by pi  0. We assume that every agent has a linear monetary cost function
ci :[ 0 ;1 )!IR deﬁned by ci(t)= itwhere i > 0 is a (positive) cost coefﬁcient.
By a one to one map b : N !f 1 ;:::;mgf 1 ;:::;ng we can describe on which machine
and in which position on that machine the job of an agent will be processed. Speciﬁcally,
2b(i)=( r;j) means that agent i is assigned to machine r and that (the job of) agent i is in
position j on machine r. Such a map b will be called a (processing) schedule.
In the following an m-machine sequencing situation will be described by (M;N;b0;p;),
where M = f1;:::;mg is the set of machines, N = f1;:::;ng the set of agents, b0 the initial
schedule, p 2 IR
N
+ the processing times, and  =(  i) i 2 N2IR
N
++ the cost coefﬁcients.
The starting time t(b;i) of the job of agent i if processed in a semi-active way according to
a schedule b equals
t(b;i)=
X
j2 N: b ( j)  b ( i )
p j;
where b(j)  b(i) if and only if the job of the agents j and i are on the same machine (i.e.
b(j)1 = b(i)1)a n djprecedes i (i.e. b(j)2 <b ( i ) 2). Consequently, the completion time C(b;i)
of the job of agent i with respect to b is equal to t(b;i)+p i:The total costs cb(S) of a coalitions




 i( C ( b;i)): (1)
We will restrict attention to m-machine sequencing situations (M;N;b0;p;)that satisfy
the following condition: the starting time of a job that is in the last position on a machine with
respect to b0 issmaller than or equal to thecompletion timeof each job that isin the last position
with respect to b0 on the other machines. Formally, let ik be the last agent on machine k with
respect to b0, then for any k 2 M we demand that
t(b
0;i k)C(b
0;i s) for all s 2 M: (2)
This conditionstates that each job that is in thelast position of amachinecannot makeany proﬁt
by joining the end of a queue of any other machine. These schedules can arise in the following
way. Let the agents enter one by one the machines before the processing starts. If an agent
enters he will choose the queue of a machine that gives him the shortest waiting time.
The (maximal) cost savings of a coalition S depend on the set of admissible rearrangements
of this coalition. We call a schedule b : N !f 1 ;:::;mgf 1 ;:::;ng admissible for S with
respect to b0 if it satisﬁes the following two conditions:
(i) Two agents i;j 2 S which are on the same machine can only switch if all agents in between
i and j on that machine are also members of S;
(ii) Two agents i;j 2 S which are on different machines can only switch places if the tail of i
and the tail of j are contained in S. The tail of an agent i is the set of agents that follow agent i
on his machine, i.e. the set of agents k 2 N with b(i)  b(k):
The set of admissible schedules for a coalition S is denoted by BS. An admissible schedule for
coalition N will be called a schedule.
Beforeformallyintroducingsequencing games,werecallsomefactsconcerningcooperative
games.
A cooperative game is apair (N;v)where N is a ﬁniteset of players (agents) and v is a map
v :2 N!IR with v(;)=0 ,a n d2 Nthe collection of all subsets of N.
3Cooperative game theory focuses on ‘fair’ and/or ‘stable’ division rules for the value of
v(N) of the grand coalition. A core element x =( x i) i 2 N2IR
N divides the value v(N) among
the players in such a way that no coalition has an incentive to split off, i.e.,
x(N)=v ( N)a n dx ( S )  v ( S ) for all S 2 2N;
where x(S)=
P
i 2 Sx ifor all S 2 2N.T h ec o r eC ( N;v) consists of all core elements. A game
is called balanced if its core is non-empty. A game (N;v) is called totally balanced if each
subgame (S;vjS) is balanced, were vjS is deﬁned by vjS(T)=v ( T)for all T  S.
Convex games, for instance, are (totally) balanced games. A game (N;v)is called convex if for
all coalitions S;T 2 2N and all i 2 N with S  T  Nnfig it holds that
v(S [f i g )−v( S)v( T[f i g )−v( T) :
A nice property of convex games is that all marginal vectors belong to the core (cf. Shapley
(1971)). A marginal vector m(v) is deﬁned by
m

i (v): =v ( f j: ( j ) ( i ) g )−v ( f j: ( j )< ( i ) g ) ;
for all i 2 N, and all permutations  of N.
Permutation games, introduced in Tijs et al. (1984), are also totally balanced games. Let
A =[ a ij]n
i=1
n
j=1 be a square matrix. Then a permutation game (N;r) is deﬁned by
r(S)=m a x
 2  S
X
i 2 S
[ a ii − ai(i)] for all S  N;
where S is the set of permutations of coalition S.
Another class of balanced games is the class of -component additive games, introduced in
Curiel et al. (1994 A,B). For the deﬁnition of this class of games we need some preliminaries.
Ag a m e( N;v) is called superadditive if v(S)+v ( T) v ( S[T)for all S;T 2 2N with
S \ T = ;: Let  : N !f 1 ;:::;ngbe an order of the player set N. A coalition T is called
connected with respect to  if for all i;j 2 T and k 2 N such that (i) < ( k )< ( j )it holds
that k 2 T. A connected coalition T  S is a component of S if T [f i gis not connected for
every i 2 SnT. The components of S form a partition of S, denoted by S=.Ag a m e( N;v) is
called a -component additive game if it satisﬁes the following two conditions:
(i) v(S)=
P
T2 S= v(T) for all S  N;
(ii)( N;v) is superadditive:
By deﬁningthe worthof a coalition as the maximum cost savings a coalition can achieve by
meansofadmissibleschedulesweobtainacooperativegamecalledanm-sequencinggame. For-
mally, foran m-machinesequencing situation (M;N;b0;p;)the correspondingm-sequencing
game (N;v) is deﬁned by
v(S)=m a x




 i[ C( b
0;i)−C(b;i)]g (3)
for all S 2 2Nnf;g and v(;)=0 .
43 On the balancedness of m-sequencing games
In this section we present our results with respect to the balancedness of m-sequencing games.
The deﬁnition of m-sequencing games implies that 1-sequencing games coincide with the
class of sequencing games introduced in Curiel et al. (1989). Since Curiel et al. showed that
the sequencing games they considered are convex, we also have that 1-sequencing games are
convex, and consequently, are balanced.
The next example shows that 2-sequencing games need not be convex.
Example 3.1 Let M = f1;2g, N = f1;:::;5g,p=( 2 ;1 ;1 ;2 ;1),a n d=( 1 ;1 ;1 ;1 ;1).T h e






Figure 1: The schedule b0
Take T = f1; 3; 4; 5g, S = f1; 3g,a n di=2 .L e t( N;v)be the corresponding 2-sequencing
game. Then v(T [f i g )=3 ,v ( T)=2 ,v( S[f i g )=2 ,a n dv ( S)=0 . From this we conclude
that (N;v) is not a convex game:
v(T [f i g )−v( T)=1<2=v ( S[f i g )−v( S) :

The following Theorem shows that 2-sequencing games are balanced.
Theorem 3.1 Let (M;N;b0;p;)be such that jMj =2 . Then the corresponding 2-sequencing
game (N;v) is balanced.
Proof. Let i1;i 2;:::;im1 be the jobs on machine 1 such that b0(ix)  b0(iy) if x<yand let
in;:::;im1+1 be the jobs on machine 2 such that b0(ix)  b0(iy) if x>y .T a k e2(N) such
that (j)=i jfor all j 2 N. From superadditivity of (N;v) together with the conditions of
admissibleschedules itfollowsthat (N;v)isa-componentadditivegame. Since-component
additive games are balanced, we have that 2-sequencing games are balanced.
2
Next,letusturntom-sequencinggames. Basedonanm-machinesequencingsituationwedeﬁne
5a new cooperative game with m players. Let (M;N;b0;p;) be an m-machine sequencing
situation and let (N;v) be the corresponding m-sequencing game. The set of players whose
jobs areon machinek 2 M according to the initialschedule b0 will bedenoted byNk(b0). Then










for every coalition K  M of machines. The worth w(K) of a coalition of machines K  M
is the extra cost savings the machines in K can make when they decide to cooperate with each
other.
The next theorem says that the core of an m-sequencing game is non-empty whenever the
core of the m-machine game is non-empty, and vice versa.
Theorem 3.2 Let(M;N;b0;p;)be anm-sequencing situation. Let (N;v)bethe correspond-
ing m-sequencing game and let (M;w) be the corresponding m-machine game. Then (N;v) is
balanced if and only if (M;w) is balanced.
























For K = M we have an equality, since x(
S
k2M Nk(b0)) = x(N)=v ( N)=v (
S
k 2 MN k( b 0)).
Second, we prove the ‘if’ part. Let y 2 C(M;w). For convenience we introduce some
notation. Let nk(b0) be the number of jobs on machine k with respect to b0,i . e . n k ( b 0 )=
jN k ( b 0 )j , and for any machine k 2 M let k : Nk(b0) !f 1 ;:::;n k(b 0)gbe the initial order
on machine k,i . e .  k( i )< k( j )if and only if b0(i)  b0(j) for all i;j 2 Nk(b0). For a job
i 2 Nk(b0) and any k 2 M we deﬁne




xi if k(i) 6= nk(b0);
xi + yk if k(i)=n k( b 0) .
Note that (xi)i2Nk(b0) is a marginal vector of the subgame (Nk(b0);v jN k(b 0)). We prove in four
steps that ^ x 2 C(N;v).


































For the second step of the proof, take T  N.D e ﬁ n e T k=T\ N k ( b 0 ) for k 2 M,a n d
let ~ Tk be the component with respect to k of Tk that contains the last player on machine k.
Formally,




Note that ~ Tk is the empty set if −1
k (nk(b0)) 62 Tk. Next, let ~ Tk be non-empty and let






v(fj : k(j)  k(i)g) − v(fj : k(j) < k( i ) g )
=
~ t k X
l =1
v(fj : k(j)  k(il)g) − v(fj : k(j) < k( i l) g )
= v ( f j: k( j ) k( i ~ t k) g )−v ( f j: k( j )< k( i 1) g )
= v ( N k( b
0)) − v(Nk(b
0)n~ Tk); (4)
where the third equality follows from
v(fj : k(j)  k(il)g)=v ( f j: k( j )< k( i l +1)g) for 1  l<~ t k:
In the third step, let S 2 Tk=k be such that S 6= ~ Tk. Since the subgame (Nk(b0);v jN k(b 0))
is a 1-machinesequencing game it followsthat this game is convex. Hence, the marginal vector






xi  vjNk(b0)(S)=v ( S ) : (5)
Finally, in the fourth part we show that
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S 6= ~ Tk
v(S)+
X




k 2 M:~ T k6 = ;
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v(S)+
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k 2 M:~ T k6 = ;
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v(S)+v(
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S 6= ~ Tk
v(S)+v(
S












S 6= ~ Tk
v(S)+v(
S
k 2 M:~ T k6 = ;
~ T k)
= v( T) ;
where the ﬁrst inequality follows from (5), the second inequality follows from y 2 C(M;w),
and the thirdinequalityfollowsfrom thesuperadditivityofv. The second equality followsfrom
(4).
2
Theorem 3.2 implies that in order to check whether an 3-sequencing game with n players
is balanced or not, it is sufﬁcient to compute w(f1;2g);w(f1;3g);w(f2;3g),a n dw ( f 1 ;2 ;3 g )
( w ( f k g )=0for all k 2 M), and then check whether this 3-machine game is balanced or not.
The following example illustrates this.
Example 3.2 Let M = f1;2;3g, N = f1;:::;20g,  =( 1 ;:::;1), and processing times
and the initial schedule b0 as in Figure 2. Let (N;v) be the corresponding 3-sequencing
game and (M;w) be the corresponding 3-machine game. Some calculations give w(f1;2g)=
3 ;w(f1;3g)=7 ;w(f2;3g)=0 ,a n dw ( f 1 ;2 ;3 g )=7 . Clearly, (7;0;0) 2 C(M;w). Hence,
























Figure 2: The schedule b0
Moreover, Theorem 3.2 provides an alternative proof for Theorem 3.1. It readily follows
that 2-machine games are convex games. Hence, 2-sequencing games are balanced.
Consider m-sequencing situations in which all cost coefﬁcients are equal to one. The next
theorem says that the corresponding m-sequencing games are balanced.
Theorem 3.3 Let(N;v)be them-sequencing gamethat arises from an m-machinesequencing
situation (M;N;b0;p;)in which i =1for all i 2 N. Then (N;v) is balanced.
In the remaining part of this section we will provide the proof of Theorem 3.3. First it
is shown that we can restrict attention to m-sequencing games that arise from m-machine
sequencing situations in which each machine initially has to proces an equal number of jobs.
Second, we prove that the corresponding m-machine games corrrespond to permutationgames.
Third, we show that m-machine games are balanced. From Theorem 3.2 we can then conclude
that m-sequencing games are balanced.
Let (M;N;b0;p;)be an m-machine sequencing situation in which i =1 . An optimal
schedule ^ b(N) of coalition N is established (see e.g. Conway, Maxwell, and Miller (1967))b y
ﬁrst ordering the jobs of the players in N in a non-decreasing order, i.e., pi1  pi2  :::  pin
where fi1;i 2;:::;ing = N. Second, assign the jobs, after numbering the machines, in rotation
to the machines:
Job of player i1 i2 ::: im j im+1 im+2 ::: i2m j ::: j in−r ::: in
Machine 1 2 ::: m j 12::: m j ::: j 1 ::: r ::: m
Hence, for an optimal schedule that is obtained by the above described procedure, we can
conclude that each machine in f1;:::;rg has an equal number of jobs and each machine in
fr+1;:::;mghas anequal numberofjobs. Moreover,thenumberofjobson theﬁrstr machines
is one higher than the jobs on thelast n−r machines. We can, however, construct a m-machine
sequencing situation such that there exists an optimal schedule of its grand coalition, induced
9by ^ b(N), in which each machine serves the same number of jobs. This m-machine sequencing
situationisobtainedbyaddingdummyjobswithprocessingtimezeroandcost coefﬁcientoneto
the original m-machine sequencing situation. To see this, let l =m a x k 2 Mn k( b 0)be the length
of the longest queue waiting for a machine w.r.t. b0 in (M;N;b0;p;). Then for each machine
k we put l − nk(b0) jobs in front of the existing queue, so that a total of l jobs is waiting for
service by machine k. Now we have a new m-machine sequencing situation (M;N;b0;p;)
with N the set of jobs, that is, N together with ml − n dummy jobs, b0 the new initial serving
order, p the new vector of cost coefﬁcients. Note that for i 2 N it holds that
b0(i)=b
0 ( i )+l−n k( b
0)
p i = p i
 i =  i (= 1)




fb0(i) j i 2 NnNg = f(k;1);(k;2);:::;(k;l−nk(b
0)) j k 2 Mg:
The next lemma gives a relation between the m-sequencing games of the above described m-
machine sequencing situations. The proof is omitted since it follows straightforwardly from
the described procedure to ﬁnd an optimal order and the fact that all new (dummy) jobs in the
constructed m-machine sequencing situation have processing time zero.
Lemma 3.1 Let (N;v) be the m-sequencing game corresponding to (M;N;b0;p;)in which
i =1for all i 2 N.L e t( N;v)be the m-sequencing game corresponding to (M;N;b0;p;).
Then
v(S)=v ( S )=v ( S[T) for all S  N;T  NnN:
From Lemma 3.1 immediately follows
Corollary 3.1 Let(N;v)bethem-sequencinggamecorresponding to(M;N;b0;p;)inwhich
i =1for all i 2 N.L e t( N;v)be the m-sequencing game corresponding to (M;N;b0;p;).
Then C(N;v) 6= ; if and only if C(N;v)6=;.
So, for the proof of the balancedness of m-sequencing games we may restrict attention to
m-machine sequencing situation (M;N;b0;p;)where exactly l jobs are scheduled on each
machine in the initial order b0. In the sequal of this section we therefore only consider m-
machine sequencing situations where initially each machine has to process an equal number of
jobs and in which all cost coefﬁcient are equal to one.
Tointroduceasquarematrixthatdeﬁnesthepermutationgamethatarisesfromanm-machine
sequencing situation (M;N;b0;p;), we need to take into account the following observations.
10Sinceexactly l jobsare scheduled on each machine in theinitial order b0 as well as inan optimal
order bS(K) forthe jobsS(K)=
S
k 2 KN k( b 0) , wecan reducetheset BS(K) of admissibleorders
to
BS(K) = fb 2 BS(K) : nk(b)=lfor all k 2 Mg:
Thus BS(K) is the set of all admissible orders that schedule exactly l jobs on each machine.













(l +1−j) p b − 1( k;j): (6)
This implies that player i = b−1(k;j), which is in position j on machine k, contributes (l +1−
j)p b −1(k;j) to the total costs of coalition S(K). Note that this amount is independent of the other
jobs that are scheduled on this machine.
Now, we will deﬁne a permutation game (N;r) that arises from a m-machine sequencing
situation (M;N;b0;p;). Let us start with introducing this permutation game for a speciﬁc
case: 2 machines and 3 players on each machine. So, M = f1;2g and N = f1;2;3;4;5;6g
and p =( p 1;:::;p6): If player i 2 N is scheduled in the ﬁrst (second, third) position of machine
k 2 M, this player contributes 3pi (2pi, pi) to the total costs of the players on machine k.W e











3p1 2p1 p1 3p1 2p1 p1
3p2 2p2 p2 3p2 2p2 p2
3p3 2p3 p3 3p3 2p3 p3
3p4 2p4 p4 3p4 2p4 p4
3p5 2p5 p5 3p5 2p5 p5










Here, the rows correspond to the players i 2 N and the columns correspond to the positions
in the processing order. For example, the entry a24 denotes the costs 3p2 of player 2 if it is
processed on the ﬁrst position of machine 2. A permutation  : N !f 1 ;:::;6gwith (i)=j
and (k − 1)l +1jkl we give the interpretation that player i is scheduled in position
j − l(k − 1) on machine k.
Next, let us deﬁne the permutation game for the general case with m machines and l jobs on
each machine. For all i 2 N and for all j with (k −1)l +1jkl,k 2f 1 ;:::;mgwe deﬁne
the square ml  ml matrix A by
aij =[ lk −j +1 ] p i: (7)
The permutation game (N;r) that arises from an m-sequencing situation (M;N;b0;p;) is
deﬁned by
r(S)=m a x
 2  S
X
i 2 S
[ a ii − ai(i)]
for all S  N,w h e r ea ij is given by (10).
Nowwewill showtherelationbetweenthem-sequencinggame(M;w)and thepermutation
game (N;r).
11Lemma 3.2 Let(M;N;b0;p;)beam-sequencingsituationinwhich i =1foralli 2 N.L e t







Proof. Consider K  M, then for each schedule b 2 BS(K) there exists a permutation
b 2 S(K) that puts each job on the same machine and in the same position as b does. This
permutation is deﬁned as

b(i)=( b 1( i )−1)l + b2(i) (8)
for all i 2 N. Furthermore, each permutation  2 S(K) can be written as an admissible order
b 2 BS(K). For all i 2 N we deﬁne
b





where k is such that (k − 1)l +1( i )kl.
Hence, for each K  M we have that
w(K)= m a x












































 2  S ( K )
X
i 2 S ( K )
h








where the ﬁrst equality holds by (6), the second equality by (7) and the third equality by (8).
The fourth equality holds since we may assume, without loss of generality, that b0(i) is the
identical permutation. The ﬁfth equality holds by the deﬁnition of a permutation game, and the
last equality by the deﬁnition of S(K).
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In the next lemma we show that m-machine games are balanced.
Lemma 3.3 Let (M;N;b0;p;)be a m-sequencing situation in which i =1for all i 2 N
and let (M;w) be the corresponding m-machine game. Then C(M;w) 6= ;.
Proof. Let (N;r)be thepermutationgamethat arisesfrom them-machinesequencingsituation

















wherethe ﬁrst equalityfollowsfrom thedeﬁnitonof y, the inequalityfollowsfromx 2 C(N;r)
andthesecondequalityfollowsfromLemma3.3. IfK = M theinequalitybecomesanequality,
which implies that y 2 C(M;w).
2
The proof of Theorem 3.3 is now a consequence of Lemma 3.3 and Theorem 3.2.
4 Remarks
In Theorem 3.3 weassumed that all cost coefﬁcientsareequal to one. This implies that theclass
of m-sequencing games generated by the unweighted completion time criterion is a subclass of
the class of balanced games. Clearly, the balancedness result also holds true in the case that all
cost coefﬁcients are equal to some positive constant c>0 . Furthermore, a slight adaptation
of the proof of Theorem 3.3 gives a similar result for m-sequencing situations with identical
processing times instead of identical cost coefﬁcients.
Theorem 4.1 Let(N;v)be them-sequencing gamethat arises from an m-machinesequencing
situation (M;N;b0;p;)in which pi =1for all i 2 N. Then (N;v) is balanced.
Proof. Note that an optimal schedule ^ b(N) of coalition N is established by ﬁrst ordering
the jobs of the players in N in a non-increasing order, i.e., i1  i2  :::  in where
fi1;i 2;:::;ing = N. Second, assign the jobs, after numbering the machines, in rotation to the
machines:
Job of player i1 i2 ::: im j im+1 im+2 ::: i2m j ::: j in−r ::: in
Machine 1 2 ::: m j 12::: m j ::: j 1 ::: r ::: m
Then the proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.3. The only difference is the matrix that
deﬁnes the matrix of the permutation game. Here, we deﬁne for all i 2 N and for all j with
(k − 1)l +1jkl, k 2f 1 ;:::;mgthe square ml  ml matrix A by
aij =[ j−( k−1)l]i: (10)
2
The following example shows that if condition (2) is not satisﬁed, then the corresponding
m-sequencing game need not be balanced.
13Example 4.1 Let M = f1;2;3g, N = f1;:::;5g,p =( 2 ; 2 ; 1 ; 2 ; 2),a n d=( 1 ; 1 ; 1 ; 1 ; 1).
The initial schedule b0 is given in Figure 3. Let (N;v) be the corresponding 3-sequencing
game. Suppose x 2 C(N;v) is a core element. Then 1=v ( N )=x ( N )
P
i 2 Nv ( i )=
0+1+0+0+1=2 . This contradictionshows that the core is empty. Hence the game (N;v)










Figure 3: The schedule b0
Finally, for m-machine sequencing situations (m  3) with the weighted completion time
criterion,thebalancedness of thecorrespondingm-sequencing gamesisan open problem. If we
follow the approach in this paper we need an optimal order for a coalition S(K). The problem
of ﬁnding such an optimal order, however, is difﬁcult in the sense that it is NP-hard.
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